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10:00  Omegar CALVO, CIMAT, Guanajuato, Mexico 

GAUGE THEORY AND G2 GEOMETRY ON CALABY-YAU LINKS 

11:30 Xavier GOMEZ MONT, CIMAT, Guanajuato, Mexico 

FLAGS IN THE COHOMOLOGY OF THE MILNOR FIBRE 

In Deligne's introduction of Mixed Hodge structures, a fundamental point is that the basic Mathematical Object of Linear Algebra is not a vector space, 
but if one looks closer, it is a vector space provided with an increasing family of vector spaces. It is what is called a flag of vector spaces. He showed then 
that the cohomology groups of a quasiprojective variety H contain 2 flags, F and W and that any algebraicmorphism of quasiproyective varieties X_>Y 
induces a linear map H(Y)->H(X) which preserve both flags, sending each subvectorsubspace to the corresponding vector subspace and with further 
properties (the F-flags induced in Gr_W(H) is a pure Hodge structure. 

This idea goes through in singularity theory, and the vanishing cohomology of an isolated hypersurface singularity has a canonical 
mixed Hodge structure. This mixed Hodge structure brings to the forefront a finer invariant that the eigenvalues of the monodromy map, which is the 
spectrum, which brings in the FW-filtration. 

Restricting to the simplest non-trivial case of plane curves, we can describe the spectrum using Puiseaux pairs(the basic topological invariants of the 
curve singularity) and give a precise and delicate algorithm to write out the spectrum. This brings to the forefront another filtration in vanishing 
cohomology which is the polar filtrarion, which has as many terms as there are Puiseaux pairs. 

The lecture will consist of examples of Deligne´s philosophy, how it helps us to understand vanishing cohomology   and how it might lead to a precise 
meaning of a speed of vanishing of vanishing cycles.
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